ALICANTE, A PERFECT HOST CITY

Located on the Spanish Mediterranean coast, the city of Alicante is the capital of the Costa Blanca. It is a consolidated multiproduct tourist destination which offers a wide variety of tourist services provided by professionals as well as an attractive range of programmes and activities encompassing culture, museums, festivals, cuisine, sports, leisure and shopping.

Among its many stunning beaches is the beach on the unique Island of Tabarca, the only inhabited island in the Region of Valencia and the first Marine Reserve in Spain.

Each year, an increasing number of people from around the world visit the city of Alicante to enjoy its famous beaches, one of its main tourist attractions. Year after year, these are awarded the European Union Blue Flag, endowing them with a well-deserved international reputation enhanced by their beach bars, seasonal beach sports facilities and services, specific services for people with physical and mental disability and a dog-friendly beach.

The city also boasts a wealth of architectural heritage. Santa Barbara Castle is the most frequently visited monument in Alicante. Museums hosting widely diverse collections abound: from archaeology to contemporary art, from the traditional bonfires to the Volvo Ocean Race (a round-the-world race that leaves from Alicante) , not to mention the city's fascinating civil war heritage now open to the public, thematic cultural routes and gastronomy tours.

The city's tempting culinary tradition includes ingredients such as rice, fresh fish and vegetables, nougat and Alicante's designation of origin wine, all served in an attractive and varied range of restaurants. And don't forget the wonderful weather all year long!

The city of Alicante boasts a wide range of accommodation options, with over 11,000 beds in hotels and apartments offering guests a well-deserved break.

The Alicante-Elche International Airport is only a 15-minute drive from the city centre, and offers direct flights to more than 120 national and European destinations, with regular flights to over 20 countries.

ALICANTE, THE CITY FOR SPORT.

Alicante has a new source of pride: it will be hosting the European Masters Athletics Championships Non Stadia to be held in May 2018.

Throughout its history, our city has boasted a strong sporting tradition, evidenced by our continued involvement in international sports events and by the wide range of activities, teams, public venues, competition and sporting federations.

Before the end of the year, Alicante will have hosted other sports events, most notably the final round of the World Kayak DownRiver – which will set a new standard for the European Canoe Slalom World Cup.

Strong sporting Alicante also offers delicious local cuisine, an exhaustive range of leisure and cultural attractions and all-city transport facilities. Before the end of the year, Alicante will also host the first edition of the Alicante EMA ECS, one of the main international sporting events held in our city this year.

The people of Alicante look forward to hosting the EMACNS from 18 to 20 May 2018.

We welcome participants and fans of athletics, a sport that has a long tradition in Alicante, to travel, test their limits and experience the infectious sporting spirit of our daily lives.

Great sport!

Mr. Gabriel Echávarri
Mayor of Alicante

www.emacnsalicante2018.com
info@emacnsalicante2018.com
ROAD WALK
SAN JUAN BEACH AREA
Friday 18th of May, 2018
10 km
HOMOLOGATED
ASPHALT

ROAD WALK
SAN JUAN BEACH AREA
Monday 15th of May, 2018
10 km
HOMOLOGATED
ASPHALT

ROAD WALK
MONTE TOSSAL AREA
Saturday 19th of May, 2018
20 km/30 km
HOMOLOGATED

CROSS RELAYS
SAN JUAN BEACH AREA
Saturday 19th of May, 2018
2 km
road

HALF MARATHON ITINERARY
Avda. del Conde de Vallellano (inside lane)
Avda. de Loring  (inside lane)
Turn right at Plaza Galicia Square
Calle Eusebio Sempere (inside lane)
Avda. Catedrático Soler (inside lane)
Avda. Alcalde Lorenzo Carbonell (inside lane)
Calle Pianista Gonzalo Soriano
Calle Fernando Madroñal
Avda. de Aguilera (inside lane)
Avda. Salamanca
Avda. de la Estación
Plaza de los Luceros
Avda. de Alfonso X el Sabio
Rambla de Méndez Núñez
Calle del Teatro
Calle Jerusalen
Calle Gerona
Rambla de Méndez Núñez
Calle San Fernando
Calle Cervantes
Calle Juan Bautista Lafora (inside lane)
Calle Jovellanos (inside lane)
Avda. de Villajoyosa
Turn around
Avda. de Villajoyosa
Calle Jovellanos (inside lane)
Paseo Explanada de España
Finish at Explanada de España.